chrome puncturing instrument in chrome case, 1952
WMC class lecture notes in small black notebook (missing cover), 1951
WMC class ring: gold and black with gold caduceus, “WMC/MD” on the sides and the donor’s initials “G.A. P.” inscribed inside, 1952
leather and metal head mirror, n.d.
reflex hammer, n.d.

receipt for tuition and other fees for WMC’s academic year, 1949/50
printed roster of students for WMC’s class of 1949/50
WMC commencement invitation, 1952
program and list of guests for a dinner honoring the Commonwealth Committee, 1953
two letters to Gene-Ann Polk from WMC re: her place on the program for the Commonwealth Committee dinner, 1953

books:
Aequanimitas, Sir William Osler, M.D, reprinted 1952
The Physiological Basis of Medical Practice, Best and Taylor, 1945
Surgery of the Ambulatory Patient, L. Kraeer Ferguson, M.D., 1947
A Textbook of Pathology: An Introduction to Medicine, William Boyd, M.D., 1947